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Premise selection / relevance filtering

● Premise selection:
○ Classic problem in automated theorem proving
○ Can we select the most relevant lemmas for proving a 

given theorem?
○ Usually attacked with neural methods in the formal setting



Premise selection / relevance filtering

● Informal premise selection:
○ Given a natural language theorem statement and a pool of 

natural language definitions/lemmas
○ Can we select the most relevant references for proving that 

theorem?

● Pro: more in-domain for existing NLP techniques
Con: no algorithmic feedback from proof search



ProofWiki retrieval task





Contrastive finetuning of autoregressive decoder-only transformers

● Use the same technique as CLIP: contrastive loss using 
features from a decoder-only transformer
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Generative pre-training is useful
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Domain-specific generative pre-training is also useful
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Strategy

● Generatively pre-train a language model

● Take activations for the end-of-text (EOT) token as embedding for 
theorems and references

● Finetune using the contrastive InfoNCE loss described above. 



GPT-3 models

(Brown et al 2020)
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Use a single model to embed both theorems and references 

●



● Use batch size of N=2048

● Sample N theorems from train set, then sample a reference from 
each of the theorems to create the batch
○ This way we don’t contrast references from the same theorem

● Train for ~7000 steps using Adam, 0.2X the pre-training learning 
rate, using 32 V100 GPUs

Training details



How does generative pre-training affect retrieval performance?









● Retrieval-augmented language modeling of proofs
○ Can we improve informal (theorem, proof) perplexity when additionally 

conditioned on retrieved informal premises?
○ Can we improve formal (theorem, proof) perplexity when additionally 

conditioned on retrieved informal premises?
○ Can we improve formal theorem-proving pass-rate when conditioned on 

informal premises (either per-theorem or per-proofstep?)

● Re-ranking to address high-recall/low-precision behavior
○ Zero/few-shot re-ranking using full-size GPT-3
○ Zero/few-shot re-ranking using Webmath-finetuned GPT-3

● Scale?
○ Model size?
○ Batch size --- against current wisdom, doesn’t seem to help too much

Future directions



Q & A


